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The complete SolidWorks reference-tutorial for beginner to advanced techniquesMastering
SolidWorks is the reference-tutorial for all users. Packed with step-by-step instructions, video
tutorials for over 40 chapters, and coverage of little-known techniques, this book takes you from
novice to power user with clear instruction that goes beyond the basics. Fundamental
techniques are detailed with real-world examples for hands-on learning, and the companion
website provides tutorial files for all exercises. Even veteran users will find value in new
techniques that make familiar tasks faster, easier, and more organized, including advanced file
management tools that simplify and streamline pre-flight checks. SolidWorks is the leading 3D
CAD program, and is an essential tool for engineers, mechanical designers, industrial
designers, and drafters around the world. User friendly features such as drag-and-drop, point-
and-click, and cut-and-paste tools belie the software’s powerful capabilities that can help you
create cleaner, more precise, more polished designs in a fraction of the time. This book is the
comprehensive reference every SolidWorks user needs, with tutorials, background, and more for
beginner to advanced techniques. Get a grasp on fundamental SolidWorks 2D and 3D tasks
using realistic examples with text-based tutorialsDelve into advanced functionality and
capabilities not commonly covered by how-to guidesIncorporate improved search, Pack-and-Go
and other file management tools into your workflowAdopt best practices and exclusive
techniques you won’t find anywhere elseWork through this book beginning-to-end as a complete
SolidWorks course, or dip in as needed to learn new techniques and time-saving tricks on-
demand. Organized for efficiency and designed for practicality, these tips will remain useful at
any stage of expertise. With exclusive coverage and informative detail, Mastering SolidWorks is
the tutorial-reference for users at every level of expertise. 

From the Inside FlapThe Comprehensive SolidWorks Reference Guide for All UsersFinally, the
one SolidWorks book every user needs! This leading 3D CAD program, packed with
functionality, is essential for engineers, mechanical designers, industrial designers, and drafters
worldwide. Whether you are just learning SolidWorks or are an accomplished user, this guide
gives you more than 40 chapters of step-by-step instruction, valuable techniques, and real-world
examples that help you take full advantage of the software.Newcomers will quickly get up to
speed with clear lessons and helpful tutorials on the companion website. Veteran users will
appreciate the detail about advanced functionality and techniques that have not been widely
explored, even in SolidWorks documentation. This is the reference that lets SolidWorks
beginners build their skills and transforms skilled users into SolidWorks power users.Coverage
includes:Mastering basic SolidWorks 2D and 3D tasksNavigating the interfaceUsing drag-and-
drop, point-and-click, and cut-and-paste toolsExtending functionality with exclusive



techniquesWorking with advanced file management toolsCreating cleaner, more precise, and
more polished designsIncorporating improved search and Pack-and-Go into your
workflowAutomating your drawingsAdopting best practicesCreate Part and Assembly Models
More EfficientlySimplify and StreamlinePre-Flight ChecksDiscover Tips and Techniques Not
Covered ElsewhereBuild Intelligence Into Your PartsEmploy Master Model Techniques--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMatt Lombard is the author of all six
SolidWorks Bibles as well as several video tutorials and the Dezignstuff.com blog. Since 1995
he has been a mechanical engineer, working in plastics design, microelectronic assembly,
contract design, and CAD consultation. He uses SolidWorks every day in his job, and is known
throughout the SolidWorks community.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the Back CoverThe Comprehensive SolidWorks Reference Guide for All
UsersFinally, the one SolidWorks book every user needs! This leading 3D CAD program,
packed with functionality, is essential for engineers, mechanical designers, industrial designers,
and drafters worldwide. Whether you are just learning SolidWorks or are an accomplished user,
this guide gives you more than 40 chapters of step-by-step instruction, valuable techniques, and
real-world examples that help you take full advantage of the software.Newcomers will quickly get
up to speed with clear lessons and helpful tutorials on the companion website. Veteran users will
appreciate the detail about advanced functionality and techniques that have not been widely
explored, even in SolidWorks documentation. This is the reference that lets SolidWorks
beginners build their skills and transforms skilled users into SolidWorks power users.Coverage
includes:Mastering basic SolidWorks 2D and 3D tasksNavigating the interfaceUsing drag-and-
drop, point-and-click, and cut-and-paste toolsExtending functionality with exclusive
techniquesWorking with advanced file management toolsCreating cleaner, more precise, and
more polished designsIncorporating improved search and Pack-and-Go into your
workflowAutomating your drawingsAdopting best practicesCreate Part and Assembly Models
More EfficientlySimplify and StreamlinePre-Flight ChecksDiscover Tips and Techniques Not
Covered ElsewhereBuild Intelligence Into Your PartsEmploy Master Model Techniques--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Robert Gillis, “Well written.. This is a very large book (almost 1200 pages) about Solidworks. I
just received this book yesterday and obviously I haven't read the entire book, I have only read a
few small sections, but what I like, and what I don't see in other similar books, is that Matt not
only tells you what you have to do, but also how you can easily make a mistake if you are not
careful. I am referring mostly to chapter 20 that covers "Modeling in Context". This book isn't for
beginners who want to learn Solidworks, it is for those who have a basic understanding of the
software and want to get a better understanding of itSome additional thoughts.I have had a little
more time reading the book. I went to Wiley, the publishes website and found that there are
Solidworks examples for all of the chapters, in addition, there are video presentations, for all the
chapters. I went to the publisher's website and looked at their cost for this book, it was $75, I
paid $35 from Amazon.  This book is the best deal I have ever had for a book on Solidworks.”

Richard, “Superb Knowledge. What's not to like ? 1200 pages of great Information on starting
your Solidworks experience , or enhancing it as a Professional. I found quick answers with clear
thoughts on several of my issues with Solidworks. Mr Lombard has the unique ability of taking a
very technical problem (s) and instructing on the solutions with clear and understandable text.
The index alone is over 30 pages and shows the range of subjects covered..stunningI have 6
books on Solidworks and by far, this is the clearest in addressing the complexities that one
encounters in using this fine software. Highly recommend this to everyone,My only negative is
the paper used in the book is not shiny and hard , but plain and softer which makes changing
pages a bit tougher, but it was most likely a trade off to keep the price down and is
acceptable.My respect and thanks to the author Matt Lombard for exceeding my expectations”

M. Peneguy, “The New Solidworks Bible. I learned SW from the Solidworks Bible books from the
same author. So, I pre-ordered the book when I found out it was coming out.This is the definitive
guide to Solidworks. You can read through the help file or search the forums, but if you want to
know the why and how, this is the book you need. Especially if you are first starting SW. For
example, any user of SW for a while knows not to use sketch fillets, but rather fillet features if
possible. The author breaks it down and gives a nice synopsis of how it can come back to bite
you if you make the wrong choice. This is a bit of knowledge that can save a new user a lot of
headache.The book is also a good reference for experienced users. If you want to try a new
method or feature that you don't normally use, it is a great resource. There are even example
files and worked exercises. For instance, I'm not familiar with Sheet Metal. But, looking through
that chapter I'm confident I'd be able to figure out enough to make basic sheet metal parts from
this book alone.For the price the book is listed now (half what I paid) you really can't go wrong
buying it.  It'll save you many times that much money in the time it saves you.”

PYarnall, “A valuable reference for Solid Works users. Books may be going the way off the



dinasour, but having this one at my finger tips for finding out how to use some of Solid Works
less used features or the more complicated ones is far more efficient than googling or youtubing
for an answer. Invaluable to have on the shelf and at a very modest cost. It is not a "tutorial" or
teaching book, but the basics of "how to" are provided for every feature that are more than
adequate for anyone already at basic proficiency.”

VanDee, “Great. Great infoIf you want to learn - this is a great guide”

Carl G., “Great work by Matt Lombard. Another in a long line of guides and references for SW.”

The Ripe Banana, “Very broad scope with useful insights. This book is almost comically large,
but it's actually not that detailed. If you pick a certain topic then it will give an overview and
advice on best practice, but not walk you through what buttons to click (other than the specific
tutorials relying on the digital downloads which I haven't done). Lots of really valuable insights,
glad I got it and it has improved my solidworks considerably.”

Robin H., “good book for beginner or as a reference. Well written and structured. Author not
afraid to point out deficiencies in software. Welcome focus on how to build robust models. Good
spread and depth of knowledge.”

Murray, “Not for beginners!. The book is a great reference and I'm glad I have it. But it is not what
I was hoping for as a new student of Solidworks. At over 1000 pages it is a massive tome. What
I needed was more of a "first steps".  I would not recommend this to beginners.”

The book by John Jantsch has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 57 people have provided feedback.
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